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In this paper, we generalize Artstein's theorem and we derive sufficient conditions for 
stabilization of single-input homogeneous systems by means of an homogeneous feedback 
law and we treat an application for a bilinear system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For smooth single-input systems that are affine in the control 
x = f(x) + ug(x), x e Rn , u e R (1) 
where /(0) = 0, the basic stabilization Lyapunov condition provided in the previ­
ously mentioned works of [1, 9, 10] and [11] can be expressed as follows. 
There exists a positive definite real function V : W1 -> R (i.e., V(0) = 0 and 
V(x) > 0 for x 7*- 0 near zero) such that for every i / O near zero with VV -g(x) = 0 
it holds VV • f(x) < 0. 
In [1] it was shown that if the above condition is fulfilled, then the system (1) 
is stabilizable at the origin by means of a nonlinear feedback law which is smooth 
for x yf= 0. The same result was proved independently in [9, 10] and [11], where the 
corresponding stabilizing feedback laws are more explicitly identified. In particular, 
for single input systems (1) the stabilizing feedback proposed in [11] has the general 
form 
Mt , [ (-^
x) VVvi'}$x) ~ W • g{xj) for x * 0 (t>(x) = < v ' 
{ 0 for x = 0 
where p is any nonnegative smooth real function and ip is a suitable real function 
which is smooth for x / 0 near zero taking values in the interval [0,1]. 
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In this paper we will not refer to this general expression because we will restrict 
our attention to homogeneous systems (i. e. / (respectively g) is differentiate pos-
itive homogeneous of degree p (respectively q) (i.e., f(Xx) = Xpf(x) (respectively 
g(Xx) = X0g(x); VA>0)) ) . 
The stability results presented in this paper rely on the properties of homogeneous 
systems and build on several previous results on stability of homogeneous systems. 
The basic tools for dilations and homogeneous functions and vector fields are given 
in the monograph by Goodman [3]. 
In [2] the authors presents a method to design explicit control Lyapunov functions 
for affine and homogeneous systems that satisfy the Jurdjevi-Quinn conditions. Her-
mes has considered the application of homogeneous systems in control theory and 
has developed approximations which generalize the usual linear approximation the-
orem [4]. The use of homogeneous structure in stabilization problems has also been 
considered by Kawski [6], who presented results for low-dimensional control system 
with drift and defined the notion of exponential stability which we make use of 
here. Major research effort was directed toward studying the driftless systems (see 
[8] and [7]). The paper [7] focuses on the problem of exponential stabilization of 
controllable, driftless systems using time-varying, homogeneous feedback. 
In [5] it is proved that if there exists a smooth map 9 such that k G M is a regular 
value of 9 and 9 satisfies 
i) 9 is proper, 
ii) for all x G 9~1{k}1 ((gradx(9))
T\x) ?- 0, 
iii) for x G Mn \ {0} the equation 9(X x) = k has only two solutions Ai and A2 
satisfying AiA2 < 0, 
iv) if ((gradx(e))
T\g(x)) = 0, then ((gmdx(0))
T\f(x))((gradx(e))
T\x) < 0, 
then the system (1) is globally asymptotically stabilizable by a positive homogeneous 
feedback. 
The difficulty in this result is the construction of such a function 9 that satisfies 
the conditions (ii) and (iii). This constraint is the essential topic of our paper. 
In the present paper, conditions (ii) and (iii) are relaxed by the following one: 
3T > 0, 36 > 0 such that, for ||x|| > T one has ((gr<idx(9))
T\x) > 6 
which is then applied to bilinear systems of the particular structure: 
{ ±i = Anxi + -4 i2x2 + uBnxi X2 = A22X2 + UB22X2 
with x = (xi,x2) G MP x E
n " p , An, AX2, A22, Bn and i?22 are matrices which 
they satisfy some conditions. 
In [5] to prove that the equation 0(A x) = k has only two solutions in the ap-
plication, the author compute these solutions. In the present paper to prove that 
the equation 9(X x) = k has only two solutions in the application, we can not easily 
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compute these solutions. But using the new condition (V\) given in Theorem 2, 
we prove that the equation 0(A x) = k has only two solutions without doing the 
resolution of this equation. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Definition 1. Let M be a sub manifold of En of dimension n — 1. We say that M 
is $-homotopic to 5 n - 1 if the map $ : M —> 5 n _ 1 , x »-» -r|-r is a diffeomorphism 
of C ~ 'OO 
Notations. 
For x G En \ {0}, we denote D+ = {\x ; A > 0}. 
(.. | ..) denotes the Euclidean inner product, ||x|| = y/(x \ x). 
For x G En we define (x) = {\x ; A G E}. 
MT stands for the transpose matrix of M. 
Let Ei and E2 two subspaces of E
n , we define 
Ej- = {v G En such that (v | w) = 0 Vw G £1} and the notation 
E = Ei®E2 means that EiC)E2 = {0} and E = {i> + w ; v e Ei and w G S 2 } . 
Let 0 : En -» E be a smooth map, we denote gradx0 = (-§^(x),..., ^ - ( z ) ) . 
For T > 0 we define B(T) = {x G En such that ||x|| < T}. 
For 5 G E, we denote |5| = y/s*. 
We recall the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. (For the proof see [5].) We suppose that there exists M a compact 
sub manifold of En of dimension n — 1. M is $-homotopic to 5 n _ 1 if and only if 
the following holds 
(1) VxeM one has En = TXM 0 (x), 
(2) for all x G En \ {0} M n D+ is a unique point. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that 9 : En —•> E is a map of class C1 and let X(x) = 
(gradx(0))
T. If 9 is proper and the vector field X satisfies 
(Vi) there exist T > 0 and S > 0 such that for ||x|| > T one has (X(x) \x)>6, 
then there exists k G E such that 0"1 ({&}) = M is a sub manifold of En $-homotopic 
toS71-1. 
P r o o f . Let A = supa.€B(T)(0(a:)), we choose k G R+ such that k > A. To apply 
Theorem 1, first we prove that 0 -1({>}) = M is a sub manifold of E n . 
Since M c R n \ J3(T) then \/x e M one has (X(x) | x) > 5. It follows that 
Vx eM one has grada.(0) ^ 0. So k is a regular value of 0, X is a sub manifold of 
En of dimension n - 1. M is compact since 0 is proper and T^X = (grada.(0))-
L. 
yVf is a compact sub manifold of En of dimension n - 1. 
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Now we prove that for x G En and x ^ 0 one has M H D+ = {y}. It is clear 
that ^ ( g [ ) < A < *. Define the map ^|) by il>(s) = o(s^j. Since t/V(s) = 
\^(S |CT[) f TCTT J ) > 0 for all 5 > 1, we have ^|) is an increasing function for 
5 > 1 and lims_>+00 ^p(s) = +oo. So there exists only one t > 1 such that ^p(t) = k. 
It follows that M n D + = {*pf[|}' 
Finally we establish the following, for x G M one has (TxM)@(x) = E
n . Since for 
x G M one has (a: | X(x)) ^ 0, then we can easily see that x g (gradx(0))-
L = (TXM) 
and so (TXM) @ (x) = E
n . • 
Consider the single input homogeneous system (1), we suppose that / is a posi-
tive homogeneous function of degree p and g is a positive homogeneous function of 
degree q. 
Definition 2. Let M be a sub manifold of En of dimension n — 1. We suppose 
that M is <I>-homotopic to 5 n _ 1 . We define Nx to be the normal vector of TXM 
pointing towards outside of M and satisfying \\NX\\ = 1. 
We recall the following theorem [5]. 
Theorem 3 . If there exists a sub manifold M of dimension n - 1 of En which is $-
homotopic to Sn~l and satisfies (f(x) \ Nx) < 0 for all x G M with (g(x) \ Nx) = 0 
then there exists an homogeneous feedback of degree p — q stabilizing the system 
Theorem 4. Suppose that there exists a map 6 : En —> E which is proper and 
such that the vector field X defined by X(x) = (grada.(0))
T satisfies ('Pi) and 
(V2) Vx G E
n \ B(T) such that (X(x) \ g(x)) = 0 one has (f(x) \ X(x)) < 0, 
then for r > 0 large enough the positive homogeneous feedback of degree p — q 
*'--<'(^(pi))K^(H))>(iiJfei;M 
Vx G En \ {0} and u(0) = 0 stabilizes the system (1). 
P r o o f . Suppose that there exists a map 0 : En —r E which is proper and 
such that the vector field X defined by X(x) = (grada.(0))T satisfies (V\) and 
(V2). According to Theorem 2 there exists k G Ef such that M = 0~
1{k} is 
a sub manifold of En ^-homotopic to 5n""1. The proof follows from the previous 
theorem. • 
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3. APPLICATION 
As an application for Theorem 4, we consider the following bilinear system: 
x = Anx + A12y + uBnx 
y = A22y + uB22 
x e IF , y £ Rq and ueR. 
(2) 
Notat ions . Let M be a matrix, MT denotes the transpose of M. 
For n, p and q, the three integers, we denote by En = Ep x W with p + q = n, 
y = (yi,---,yq)
T, z = ( J for x (resp. y) is in l p (resp. W) and p = \\z\\ = 
x/fNFTlMF-
A=(AU A')'' B=(oU I ) • \ U 22 J \ U £>22 J 
We suppose that there exist orthogonal basis {ei, e2,..., ep} of W and {v\, v2,..., vq} 
of Rq such that we have the following conditions: 
There exists a positive real a such that (A\\x \ x) < — a\\x\\2 Vx G W and a > ||-4i2||-
(B22y | y) = 0, V2/ER*, 
/ a i 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 a2 0 . . 0 
Л22 + Aт9 = 2 
V 0 . . . . aq ) 
with a\ > 0 and a* < 0 for all i € {2 , . . . , q}. 
v\ € ImB22, i. e. there exists a vector b eR
q such that B22b = v\. 
Denote a = — supi=2)...jf? a*. 
Under these assumptions, we have the following result. 
Proposi t ion 1. We consider the map defined on RP x Rn~p by 
9(z) = 7 lnp + \\\y - 6||2, where 7 is a positive constant satisfying 7 > | | | | | 
The vector field X defined by X(z) = (gradz(0))
T satisfies 
i) 36 > 0 such that (X(z) \z)>6 Vz ^ 0, 
ii) (X(z) \Bz)=0 gives Vl = - ^ ( x | Bux) . 
&Ц2 
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P r o o f . The vector field X defined by X(z) = (grad2(0))
T is given by 
X : En —> En 
z =ö ~ Ил)-
Let z = ( 1 G E n = W x E 7 , we have 
i) (X(z) \z)=1+ \\y\\
2 - (y | b) = 7 + ||i/ - | | |
2 - Hfll 2 
If we choose 0 < 5 < 7 - | | | | | 2 , then for all z ^ 0 one has (X(z) \z)>6. 
ii) A simple computation gives 
(X(z) I Bz) = $(x I Bnx) - (_52
T
2b | y) = fi(x | flnx> + Vl. 
So (X(z) I Bz) = 0 gives 2/! = -fi(x | _3nx). D 
Denote by b = _4.f2b, we can write R
q = (b) 0 (b)1-. So for all i / G P , there 
exists G (6)-1 a n d r G E such that i/ = v + rb. We obtain p 2 = | | z | | 2 + IM|2 + r2||&||2. 
There exists I > 0 such that \(x \ B^x)\ < l\\x\\2. 
T h e o r e m 5. If 7 is chosen such that 
S U D (\\ i l l
2 tML\ <vy < a-ll^iall a n d tf _ S U D (y 47a||6||
a ja MlA\ 
S UP\Jl2ll ' aa J<^<4(a1+a)P
 a n Q a ~ S U P \J> c.27_-4a||&||2 > __ > 7 a J ' 
then for all . e P x f such that | |z | | > d, 
(X(z),Bz) = 0 gives (_Y(z) | Az) < 0. 
P r o o f . Let z G E n \ B(d) such that (_Y(z) | Bz) = 0. Under Proposition 1 one 
has (X(z) I Bz) = 0 gives 2/1 = -^(x \ Bnx). 
So 
(X(z)\Az) = l(x,Anx) + l(x,A12y) + (1 + l)(y\A22y) - (b\A22y) p* p* p* 
- l(x\Anx) + l(x\Al2y) + (-J + l)(y|A22y) - < ,̂6|y>-
P_ p_ p_ 
(__(*) I As) < - ^ | | ~ | | 2 + ̂ ||Ai2||||x||||2/|| + ( ^ + l)(al2/
2 + a2yl +.. .+ a9j/
2) - r||6||2 
< -Pll^ll2 + ^ | |A i2 | | ( l | a : | | 2 t W 2 ) + (£ + l)((ai + a ) / 2 7 2 ^ - - a||j/||2) - r||6||2 
< T ( - a + ^ ) ^ + ( - a + T ^ ) I M I 2 + (^ + l ) ( a i + a ) / 2 T 2 ^ - a 7 ^ - r | | 6 | |
2 
<T(-f + i l ^ ) J J f P + ( - f + T ^ # ) I M I 2 + (^ + l ) ( a i + a ) / 2 T 2 ^ - a T ^ 
_ r | | i | | 2 _ ? M l _ f | M | 2 




and D2 = ( - f + T ^ I I J / I I 2 " « T ^ - r||6||2 - f ||y||2 - * - - j f 
= ("f + 7^ L ) IM| 2 " a 7 ^ - r(l + f r)||6||
2 - f ||t;||' - 2--fP 
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I f 7 < ^ ^ , then _>!<<). 
If P2 > 7 ^ and r ( l + f r) > 0 (i.e. r e] - oo, - _ ] U [0, +oo[), then _>2 < 0. 
If r ( l + f r) < 0 (i.e. r e ] - _,0[), we can write 
-r | |S | . a - -_--JP - fl|«| |a = - r | |6 | | 2 - ? * ! d H f _ _ _ _ l _ _ f |H|2 
= - r | N 2 - f + f ^ r 2 + (_^-f)|H|2 
LetP(r) = ^-jFr2-r | |6 | |2-^. 
P(0) = --_-< 0, *>(-_-) = 7 a ^ £ + J||6||
2 - -_-. 
I f 7 > IMII a n d p2 > - r f g L - then T(^) < 0 and if in addition p
2 > -_-, 
then D2 < 0. 
Finally, if 7 is chosen such that sup(| | | | |2 , -J__z) < 7 < ^ J ^ j , and 
d2 - sup(7, a
4 T o | l 8 | l l , a , ^ , 7
1 H r 1 L ) , then for all z e P x R ' such that 
^V " a27a—4a||6||2 ' a 7 ' a /> 
||2?|| > d, (X(z),_3z) = 0 gives (X(z) |Az) < 0. 
The conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied and the bilinear system (2) is globally 
asymptotically stabilizable by means of a homogeneous feedback of degree zero. • 
Example. As an application of the previous result, we consider system (2) in 
which matrices An, -A_2, -A22, -B__ and .B22
 a r e the following 
A n = ( 0 -4 ) ' Al2 = ( 0 1 0 ) ' B n = ( -2 1 ) ' 
A22 = 
2 0 0 \ 1 f 0 1 2 
0 - 1 0 and JЗ22 = - 1 0 0 
0 0 -u \ ̂ - 2 0 0 
We can easily verify that the vector b = (0,0, \)T satisfies B22b = v\ and b — 
A22b = ( 0 , 0 , - | )
T . A simple computation gives ||-4_2|| = 1 and the positive real 
a = 3 satisfies (.A___;|a;) < - a | | x | | 2 . 
So, if we choose 7 = ^ then all the conditions mentioned previously are satisfied 
and the bilinear system (2) with matrices defined below is globally asymptotically 
stabilizable by means of an homogeneous feedback of degree zero. 
(Received October 25, 2004.) 
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